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ABSTRACT

advocates of the commercial exploitation of historic ship-
wrecks contend that exploitation will produce a substantial 
economic surplus that can be used to fund archaeological 
research. This depends, however, on the assumption that 
commercially exploiting historic shipwrecks is a profitable 
endeavor. several observers have already noted that the 
commercial salvage of historic shipwrecks is a generally 
unprofitable investment, but promoters of commercial 
salvage ventures still have little difficulty enticing investors. 
a financial analysis of six shipwrecks (Atocha, Concepción, 
Whydah, De Braak, Central America, and Brother Jonathan) 
shows that most of these commercial salvage recoveries 
lost money. The dollar amounts of the profits or losses are 
enumerated. given that most commercial salvage ventures 
do not make money, the question then arises as to why 
people continue to invest in these ventures.

Critiquing the Fundamentals of the “Commercial 
Salvage” Model

advocates of the commercial exploitation of historic ship-
wrecks contend that exploitation will produce a substantial 
economic surplus that can be used to fund archaeological 
research. for example, Mathewson (1986:121–122) has 
argued that 

commercial salvors are the only ones who have 
the money to recover these precious time capsules 
before they dissolve in the seawater that surrounds 
them. … archaeologists should learn to use the 
profit motive to preserve the integrity of wrecksites 
being legally salvaged by commercial companies.

stemm (2010:viii) writes that odyssey Marine exploration 
has

developed a private sector model that accomplishes 
our stated mission of discovering, protecting and 
gaining knowledge from shipwreck sites—while 
encouraging participation from the public and at no 
cost to the taxpayer. … our model works and … it 
should be considered a viable option for managing 
underwater cultural heritage throughout the world.

stemm (2011:x) writes further that this for-profit model 
“is the sole partner that possesses the potential to save 
the most archaeological and historical information from 
shipwrecks.”

To the archaeological profession, the commercial 
exploitation of historic shipwrecks is not archaeology in 
any form whatsoever (elia 1992; Johnston 1997; cockrell 
1998). But elia (1992:114) also observes that the attrac-
tion of profit overcomes the archaeological arguments: 
“[s]omehow it always seems to come down to money. The 
commercial value of some shipwrecks motivates treasure 
hunters and keeps underwater archaeological resources 
apart from other cultural resources in terms of treatment 
under the law, in public policy, and in the popular mind.”

Unfortunately, the strictly archaeological arguments 
lack resonance among the public in general, the media, 
and politicians (cockrell 1998:86, 95; Delgado 2000:12). 
The public responds to the cult of the entrepreneur, ce-
lebrity, and wealth. The media want a good story: thus for 
the sportswriter Pete axthelm (1979:49–50), Melvin a. 
fisher was a “hero” and “heroic.” Politicians follow the lead 
of the general public and the media. one small but very 
influential group comprises the federal judges who rule 
on admiralty cases. admiralty courts treat underwater 
archaeological sites as classic maritime salvage cases, and 
decide the case according to who can raise the artifacts in 
the most expeditious manner and realize the greatest prof-
it. admiralty courts, however, have also stated that where 
the salvor’s expenses exceed the value of the shipwreck 
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artifacts recovered, the salvor’s actions will have caused a 
net economic loss to society, which is contrary to the result 
sought by salvage law (Platoro 1983:904; Titanic 2004:742).

if commercial salvage enterprises are not making large 
profits, but are breaking even or even suffering losses, the 
large economic surplus that they claim to have available to 
support scholarly research is not present, and the commer-
cial salvage model becomes economically unsustainable. if 
salvors are causing a net economic loss to society, they are 
acting contrary to the results sought by salvage law, and 
admiralty courts should disfavor their claims.

The idea that these commercial salvage ventures 
are actually unprofitable seems counterintuitive. yet 
Throckmorton (1998) chose as the title for his analysis 
of the commercial salvage business, “The World’s Worst 
investment.” The attorney edward W. horan (1999:235), 
the brother and former partner of Melvin a. fisher’s 
longtime attorney, David Paul horan, observed that in-
vestments in salvaging companies have “notoriously poor 
track records.”

although Throckmorton (1998:81) did analyze the 
return on investment, the manner in which he reported 
the figures leaves it unclear whether the ventures were 
profitable or not. others, besides Throckmorton, have 
also noted in general terms the unprofitability of the com-
mercial salvage of historic shipwrecks (cohen-Williams 
1995; carrell 1996), but no further analysis of the return 
on investment has been published since Throckmorton. 
castro (2005, [2008]) discussed the unprofitability of com-
mercial salvage in general terms but did not examine the 
actual figures of the monetary returns.

in order to estimate the profitability (or otherwise) 
of these ventures, three numbers are needed: (1) the cost 
of recovering the artifacts, (2) the number of saleable ar-
tifacts recovered, and (3) the price at which the artifacts 
were sold.

although there are other revenue sources that can be 
derived from these ventures, these alternative sources have 
not proven to be particularly lucrative. one alternative 
source is to lease out the artifacts on a traveling exhibit. 
The Whydah traveling exhibit just broke even: in the words 
of one investor, “[t]here isn’t anything left over. it’s enough 
to keep us in the water” (Barber 2011). another alternative 
source of revenue is to sell replica coins and jewelry, which 
was done in the case of the Atocha (Tampa Bay 1989:47). 

however, given the high retail markups of 100% or more 
in the jewelry business (Bodde et al. 1981:23), it is plau-
sible that most of this revenue would accrue to the retailer, 
rather than to the Atocha venture. Profits from books and 
movies have likewise proven to be elusive. even the Central 
America venture, which was the basis of a bestselling book 
(Kinder 1998; Tatge and gottfried 2006), is now said to 
have made an overall loss (Williamson 2008:47). These 
alternative sources of revenue do not appear to make a 
significant contribution to the profitability of commercial 
salvage ventures, and they will accordingly be omitted 
from the calculations.

furthermore, because of this emphasis on profit-
ability, intangible incentives will be disregarded. Barry 
clifford presented the Whydah venture to stockbrokers 
at e. f. hutton as “the chance to go on a great adventure. 
The goal is to find the long-lost gold of eighteenth-century 
pirates” (clifford and Turchi 1993:190). Melvin a. fisher 
has written of the Atocha, “i hope it inspires adventur-
ous people all over the country who dare to dream the 
impossible” (Mathewson 1986:13). When the venture 
capitalist and investment banker Warren c. stearns died, 
his obituary in the Chicago Tribune stated that he would be 
best known for financing the salvage of Nuestra Señora de la 
Concepción. The obituary added that stearns had “a passion 
for adventure” and was “a dreamer” (Chicago Tribune 2010). 
The desire for adventure, “the impossible dream,” “pirate 
gold,” and posthumous fame are incentives that, for many 
people, outweigh any monetary loss. for them, commer-
cial salvage is converted from an investment into a form 
of conspicuous consumption. These intangible incentives, 
however, will be left out of consideration here, to focus on 
profitability alone.

Case Studies

Wreck of nuestra señora de atocha

Melvin a. fisher’s search for the Atocha was extraordinarily 
widely publicized (Daley 1977; sullivan 1987; Weller 
1996; smith 2003; Jones 2011). The Atocha venture is 
repeatedly said to have been worth $400 million (Johnson 
2000:152, 161; smith 2003:197; saar 2007:31). as will 
be demonstrated below, however, this figure is highly 
questionable.
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Unfortunately, the Atocha is a difficult situation to sub-
ject to a financial analysis. its value is difficult to estimate 
because the recovered artifacts were not sold in a single 
auction. instead, fisher put his company into liquidation 
and distributed the assets among the employees and inves-
tors using a point system (smith 2003:168). The expenses 
of the search for the Atocha are also difficult to calculate 
because of the length of the search (the search lasted for 
two decades) and because fisher financed his operations 
through a complex array of financial instruments and 
corporate entities (shaw 1974; Daley 1977:190–191; 
Trupp 1986:136–138; DiLucia 1989). This makes it dif-
ficult to estimate both the economic value of the artifacts 
recovered and the expenses of the enterprise. Despite 
these problems with the data, the notoriety of the search 
for the Atocha and the widespread acceptance of the claim 
that the Atocha was worth $400 million make it important 
to examine the claimed value of the recovered artifacts 
and to estimate whether the enterprise was profitable in 
the end. Where there are strong arguments for alterna-
tive estimates, a range of estimates will be used in lieu of 
a single value.

The venture recovered 185,000 silver coins and 120 
gold coins (Malcom 2000; Kleeberg 2009:29–31). The 
major auction of artifacts from the Atocha was held by 
christie’s in June 1988 (christie’s 1988). The christie’s 
auction, however, did not provide a realistic market price 
of the Atocha coins. The median price realized per silver 
coin was $528, but of the 331 silver coins offered in that 
auction, 246 coins (nearly three quarters of the coins of-
fered) went unsold because the prices did not reach the re-
serve, which indicates that the reserves were set too high. 
in other words, $528 was not the actual price at which 
Atocha coins could have been sold in 1988 (the market 
clearing price), but a best case scenario involving the very 
best coins in an auction that itself was a selection of the 
very best objects recovered. Many Atocha coins are illegible 
lumps of corroded silver in poor condition. fisher himself 
admitted that fewer than 10% of the coins were marketable 
(fins 1988:71). Burt Webber (1986:248) states that based 
on his experience with the Concepción, collectors would end 
up paying a price that averages 3.5 times the melt value of 
the coins. given their poor condition, Webber’s estimate 
of 3.5 times the silver value is a reasonable estimate of the 
average price of an Atocha coin. as can be seen in Table 1, 

this results in the figure of $2,933,232.98 for the value of 
the Atocha silver coins.

nine hundred and fifty-nine silver bars were recovered 
from the Atocha (craig and richards 2003:155–1961). 
Daley (1977:235–236) asserts that the irs values bullion at 
three times melt for silver items, and seven times for gold. 
This, however, appears to be an overvaluation, given that 
there is no substantial collectors’ premium on the silver 
bars. frank sedwick, the leading coin dealer specializing in 
spanish american coinage, testified that he did not know 
anyone who collected bullion items (Perdue 1991:852). 
a few dozen bars recovered from a shipwreck will com-
mand a premium from collectors as a curiosity, but when 
hundreds are recovered the premium will collapse and the 
price will approach the melt price of bullion. This is borne 
out by the fate of bars recovered from both the Atocha (959 
bars recovered) and the Central America (500 bars recov-
ered), some of which have been melted to be marketed as 
jewelry and commemorative coins (Tampa Bay 1989:47; 
Tatge and gottfried 2006). if there really were a significant 
collectors’ premium, melting bars down to make jewelry 
and commemorative coins would not be an economic prac-
tice. it is thus more plausible to value the silver bars at the 
melt price. To account for the alternative possibility that 
what Daley claims as the irs valuation is, indeed, correct, 
that figure will be used as well and the results reported in 
a range. as summarized in Table 1, this results in a value for 
the silver bars from the Atocha of $5,670,580.17, or, at the 
alternate valuation of three times melt, $17,011,740.51.

Besides the silver bars and silver coins, items recov-
ered from the Atocha included non-coin artifacts. The 
more valuable items included three astrolabes and a coral 
rosary. Besides this, 120 gold coins were recovered from 
the Atocha, plus the artifacts recovered from another gal-
leon that sank in 1622, the Santa Margarita. The items in 
these categories sold for $2,194,973 at the christie’s sale. 
other artifacts were retained by fisher and other inves-
tors and not sold in the christie’s sale, but the christie’s 
sale had most of the top quality items, so it is reason-
able to assume that the artifacts retained were, at most, 
equal in value to the artifacts auctioned. To account for 
the retained artifacts, the value of the items from the 
1 craig and richards give the number as 963, but they miscount-
ed, and rechecking their spreadsheet shows that the number 
was actually 959.
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christie’s sale will accordingly be doubled to $4,389,946. 
adding this number to the figures already derived for the 
silver coins and the range for the silver bars results in 
a total value for the artifacts recovered from the Atocha 
and Santa Margarita ranging from $12,993,759.15 to 
$24,334,919.49 which is only 3–6% of the widely cited 
estimate of $400 million.

a proper insight into the cost of the search for the 
Atocha could be achieved if all financial statements (the 
balance sheets and the profit and loss accounts) for all 
fisher’s corporate entities were to be made available, but 
these have never been published. There is, however, one 

transaction that can be used as the basis for an estimate of 
the cost of finding the Atocha. fisher sold the right to 10% 
of the Atocha and Santa Margarita to the long island inves-
tor carl Paffendorf and his Vanguard Ventures for $5.25 
million (New York Times 1985). if $5.25 million was what 
these business people considered the right price for 10% of 
the Atocha venture, then it is reasonable to assume that the 
total capitalization of the Atocha search was $52.5 million. 
The statement made by the stockbroker Jerome U. Burke 
(Trupp 1986:137) that Burke raised money for fisher at an 
annual rate of $3–4 million in the mid-1980s strengthens 
the plausibility of the $52.5 million figure. another inves-

Table 1. Value of the artifacts recovered from the Atocha and Santa Margarita.

Denomination No.
Silver per coin 

(troy oz)
Total silver  

(troy oz, rounded)
Value (ounces multiplied by 
1988 silver price, rounded)

silver coins:

spanish 1 reales 1,850 0.1013 187.41 $1,223.75

spanish 2 reales 3,700 0.2026 749.62 $4,895.02

spanish 4 reales 44,400 0.4051 17,986.44 $117,451.45

spanish 8 reales 135,050 0.8102 109,417.51 $714,496.34

Total 185,000 138,340.98 $838,066.57

Multiplied by 3.5 $2,933,232.98

silver bars: low estimate 959 868,389 $5,670,580.17

silver bars: high estimate 959 868,389 $17,011,740.51

all other artifacts $4,389,946.00

Total value: low estimate $12,993,759.15

Total value: high estimate $24,334,919.49

(cost): low estimate ($52,500,000.00)

(cost): high estimate ($20,000,000.00)

Profit (loss): low estimate ($39,506,240.85)

Profit (loss): high estimate $4,334,919.49

notes: The year 1988 was used for the silver price because it coincides with the date of the major auction of Atocha artifacts. The 
1988 silver price per troy ounce was $6.53. The exact numbers recovered for each coin denomination have never been published. 
The number of each coin denomination is accordingly estimated from the proportions found in an Atocha treasure chest auctioned 
by heritage auctions of Dallas, Texas, namely 1% 1 reales, 2% 2 reales, 24% 4 reales and 73% 8 reales (Kleeberg 2009:30). all 
figures that are to be understood as negative numbers (cost, loss) are shown within round brackets. Dollar totals are calculated 
using non-rounded troy ounce figures.  Due to rounding to the nearest hundredth, the numbers in this table, when summed, will 
not exactly match the totals; however, the discrepancy in every instance is less than a dollar.

sources: Malcom 2000; Kleeberg 2009:29–31 (number of coins recovered); cuhaj 2011:146–152, 1358–1360, 1438–1439 (silver 
content per coin); Usgs 2013:170 (silver price); craig and richards 2003:155–196 (number of bars, weights, and fineness; note 
that craig and richards miscounted the number of bars as 963, but this figure has been corrected by reviewing their spreadsheets). 
for the derivation of the value of the bars, the additional artifacts, and the cost of the enterprise, see discussion in text.
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tor, Merlin stickelber, invested $100,000 in exchange for 
0.5% of the Atocha (Stickelber 1998). This would result in 
an alternative capitalization for the cost of searching for 
the Atocha, namely $20 million. These two figures present 
a wide range, $20–52.5 million, but provide a reasonable 
estimate of the costs for the search and recovery of the 
Atocha.

considering that the estimate of the value of the 
artifacts recovered ranges from $12,993,759.15 to 
$24,334,919.49 and the estimated cost of the search 
ranges from $20 million to $52.5 million, the net result of 
the entire enterprise ranges from a loss of $39,506,240.85 
to a profit of $4,334,919.49. Two conclusions can be de-
rived from these calculations. The first conclusion is that, 
given that the estimated value of the artifacts recovered in 
the Atocha venture ranges from $13 million to $24 million, 
the much publicized figure of $400 million is highly exag-
gerated. The second conclusion is that the Atocha venture 
probably lost money. The $4.3 million profit would only 
apply if the silver bars were sold for high prices (and it ap-
pears they were not) and if the cost of the venture was $20 
million rather than $52.5 million.

Wreck of nuestra señora de la Pura y limpia concepción

Burt Webber, Jr., raised the money to search for the 
Nuestra Señora de la Pura y Limpia Concepción (Concepción) 
through a limited partnership called operation Phips i, 
with an initial capital of $195,000 (grissim 1980:106). 
later, expenses increased and the amount spent grew 
to $250,000 (grissim 1980:141). operation Phips ii, 
another limited partnership, raised $450,000 to search 
for the vessel (grissim 1980:141). a third entity in the 
Concepción search, seaquest international, inc., raised 
$1,165,000 in common stock (grissim 1980:132–133). 
This gives a total of $1,865,000 that was invested in the 
search. The search recovered 60,000 coins, all of which 
were silver (christensen 1982; Kleeberg 2009:39–40). 
half of the coins, and all the other artifacts, were turned 
over to the government of the Dominican republic 
(grissim 1980:105; Trupp 1986:143). only one public 
auction (christensen 1982) featuring coins from the 
Concepción was held, which grossed $70,069.50. The coins 
in that auction, which were the finest coins from the ship-
wreck, attained a median price of $200 apiece. William 

christensen, the numismatic auctioneer who cataloged 
and sold the coins, did not think highly of the quality of 
the coins recovered. christensen (1982) wrote, “[o]f those 
60,000, only about 3 percent could be said to have any 
numismatic value; the rest were just too corroded and 
worn to be decipherable.” Webber (1986:248) stated that 
based on his experience with the Concepción, collectors 
would end up paying a price that averaged 3.5 times more 
than the melt value. as can be seen in Table 2, this gives a 
value for the coins of $579,095.29, resulting in a net loss 
of $1,285,904.71.

Wreck of the Whydah galley

The search for the Whydah was financed by a $6 million 
partnership, the Whydah Partners lP, underwritten in 
1986 by e. f. hutton (clifford and Turchi 1993:188–190; 
clifford and Perry 1999:194–195). The artifacts recovered 
from the Whydah included 8,370 silver coins and 9 gold 
coins (clifford and Turchi 1993:210; Kleeberg 2009:75). 
gold ingots, nuggets, bits, and dust were also recovered 
from the Whydah, but all the gold was tiny, certainly not 
adding up to more than five ounces worth. as can be 
seen in Table 3, the total value of the bullion on the entire 
shipwreck, using a 3.5 multiplier, was $94,255.60. other 
artifacts also were recovered (such as one pistol), but they 
were in terribly eroded condition, making their value neg-
ligible. as a result, the money lost on this shipwreck would 
have been $5,905,744.41.

When an exhibit of Whydah artifacts opened in Denver 
in april 2011, the Denver television station KUsa-TV in-
terviewed one of the original investors. george youngman 
invested $1,000 in the Whydah venture in 1982. “at some 
point, i’d like to get a return on my investment,” youngman 
said (Barber 2011).

Wreck of HMS De Braak

The expenses of the excavation of hMs De Braak were 
$2.5 million. The excavation recovered 26,000 artifacts, 
including 650 coins. The artifacts recovered were appraised 
by christie’s at $298,265, and the hull was appraised at 
$50,000. Thus the salvage of hMs De Braak resulted in 
a loss of $2,151,735 (shomette 1993:266–267, 282; 
Kleeberg 2009:149).
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Wreck of the SS central america

The columbus-america Discovery group recovered 7,708 
gold coins and 532 gold bars from the ss Central America 
(Kleeberg 2009:207–208). The recovery of so many gold 
coins and bars did result in a larger economic gain than 
shipwrecks such as the Atocha, where most of the coins 
were silver, but the money was still not enough to make a 
profit. The cost of recovery and other expenses, especially 
interest charges and legal expenses, resulted in expendi-
tures totaling $57 million by 1999 (cook 1999:44–45). 
The items recovered were sold to the california gold 
Marketing group in 2000 for $52 million (gray 2011), 
resulting in a loss of $5 million. The salvors themselves 
have stated in court that “while gold and valuables were 
certainly found on the ship, the recovery efforts did not 
actually provide a return to the initial investors, much less 
a profit” (Williamson 2008:47).

Wreck of the SS Brother Jonathan

The recovery of items from the ss Brother Jonathan also 
had an unprofitable result. More than 1,200 coins were 
recovered from this wreck (Powers 2006:315), of which 
1,006 went to the salvors, 200 were given to the state of 
california as part of a litigation settlement, and one to 
the Del norte county historical society (Bowers 1998–
1999:356; Powers 2006:307; Kleeberg 2009:224–225). 
The salvors also recovered 220 other artifacts and donated 
them to the Del norte county historical society (Bowers 
1998–1999:299, 344). The 1999 auction of the 1,006 gold 
coins recovered from the wreck resulted in net proceeds 
of $4,612,775, for an average price of $4,585.26 per coin 
(Powers 2006:323). after this sale, the investors barely 
broke even. one investor calculated that the time he had 
spent on the efforts to recover items from the ship had 
resulted in an economic return to him of $1.43 an hour 

Table 2. Value of the silver coins recovered from the Concepción.

Denomination Coins
Silver per coin 

(troy oz)
Total silver  

(troy oz, rounded)
Value (troy oz multiplied by 
1982 silver price, rounded)

silver coins:

spanish 1 reales 300 0.1013 30.39 $241.60

spanish 2 reales 600 0.2026 121.56 $966.40

spanish 4 reales 7,200 0.4051 2,916.72 $23,187.92

spanish 8 reales 21,900 0.8102 17,743.38 $141,059.87

Total 30,000 20,812.05 $165,455.80

Multiplied by 3.5 $579,095.29

(cost) ($1,865,000.00)

Profit (loss) ($1,285,904.71)

notes: The year 1982 was used for the silver price because it coincides with the date of the major auction of Concepción artifacts. The 
1982 silver price per troy ounce was $7.95. The exact numbers recovered for each coin denomination have never been published. 
The number of each coin denomination is accordingly estimated from the proportions found in an Atocha treasure chest auctioned 
by heritage, namely 1% 1 reales, 2% 2 reales, 24% 4 reales and 73% 8 reales (Kleeberg 2009:30). it is assumed here that the 
relative proportions of the denominations of spanish coinage in circulation did not change significantly between the date of the 
sinking of the Atocha (1622) and the date of the sinking of the Concepción (1641).  all figures that are to be understood as negative 
numbers (cost, loss) are shown within round brackets.  Dollar totals are calculated using non-rounded troy ounce figures.  Due 
to rounding to the nearest hundredth, the numbers in this table, when summed, will not exactly match the totals; however, the 
discrepancy in every instance is less than a dollar.

sources: grissim 1980:105; christensen 1982; Trupp 1986:143; Kleeberg 2009:39–40 (number of coins recovered); cuhaj 
2011:146–152, 1358–1360, 1438–1439 (silver content per coin); Usgs 2013:170 (silver price). for information about the cost 
of the enterprise, see discussion in text.
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Table 3. Value of the silver and gold coins and bullion recovered from the Whydah.

Denomination Coins
Bullion per coin 

(troy oz)
Total bullion  

(troy oz, rounded)
Value (ounces times 1987 
bullion price, rounded)

silver coins:

spanish ½ reales 751 0.05065 38.04 $266.65

spanish 1 reales 1,619 0.1013 164.00 $1,149.67

spanish 2 reales 2,257 0.2026 457.27 $3,205.45

spanish 4 reales 935 0.4051 378.77 $2,655.17

spanish 8 reales 2,795 0.8102 2,264.51 $15,874.21

english 6 pence 1 0.0895 0.09 $0.63

english ½ crown 1 0.4475 0.45 $3.14

english crown 1 0.895 0.90 $6.27

french 15 sous 2 0.2053 0.41 $2.88

french 20 sous 3 0.2466 0.74 $5.19

french 30 sous 2 0.4107 0.82 $5.76

french ½ écus 2 0.3993 0.80 $5.60

french 1 écus 1 0.7986 0.80 $5.60

Total silver coins 8,370 3,307.59 $23,186.20

gold coins:

spanish 1 escudos 2 0.1012 0.20 $96.74

spanish 2 escudos 5 0.2024 1.01 $483.69

spanish 8 escudos 2 0.8095 1.62 $773.80

Total gold coins 9 2.83 $1,354.22

Uncoined gold bullion 5.00 $2,389.75

Total value $26,930.17

Multiplied by 3.5 $94,255.60

(cost) ($6,000,000.00)

Profit (loss) ($5,905,744.41)

notes: The year 1987 was used for the silver and gold prices because it coincides with the date that the Whydah was sold to investors 
through limited partnerships floated by e. f. hutton. The 1987 silver price per troy ounce was $7.01, and the gold price $477.95. 
all figures that are to be understood as negative numbers (cost, loss) are shown within round brackets. Dollar totals are calculated 
using non-rounded troy ounce figures. Due to rounding to the nearest hundredth, the numbers in this table, when summed, will 
not exactly match the totals; however, the discrepancy in every instance is less than a dollar.

sources: clifford and Turchi 1993:210; Kleeberg 2009:75 (number of coins recovered); Mossman 1993:73; cuhaj 2011:146–152, 
1358–1360, 1438–1439 (silver content per coin); Usgs 2013:62, 170 (silver and gold prices). for information about the cost of 
the enterprise, see discussion in text.
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(Powers 2006:323). however, the salvors thought that 
there was still more gold to be recovered. Thus they found 
another investor to put up $2.1 million to finance a final 
search attempt in 2000, which resulted in the recovery of 
47 gold coins and 11 silver coins (Powers 2006:360). at 
$4,585.26 per gold coin, this search realized $215,507.22 
for the 47 gold coins (the value of the corroded silver 
would be negligible). including the $2.1 million cost of the 
final search, the total cost of the search for the SS Brother 
Jonathan was $4.9 million, versus a total of $4,828,282.22 
in coins recovered, or a net loss of $71,717.78 (Powers 
2006:360).

Conclusion

of the six commercial salvage ventures analyzed above, the 
estimates from five of them indicate that they lost money. 
it is possible that the Atocha was moderately profitable, but 
it is quite probable that it lost money as well. The Brother 
Jonathan venture is a partial exception because it made a 
small profit as of 1999, but then the money was raised for 
a final exploration of the wreck, which turned the small 
profit into a loss. The figures for all the ventures are sum-
marized in Table 4.

The question remains as to why commercial salvage 
ventures do not make money, and why people continue to 
invest in these operations even though they are unprofitable.

commercial salvage ventures do not make money be-
cause ocean salvage is an expensive and dangerous opera-
tion; the expenditure on fuel, in particular, is very costly. 

The value of the artifacts that are found cannot cover these 
expenses. The most commonly found saleable artifacts that 
are recovered from these ventures are silver coins. silver 
coins actively corrode in saltwater. coin collectors will pay 
high premiums for rare dates, but only if the coins are in 
exquisite condition, and coins from the sea are not typically 
in good condition. The corroded coins from shipwrecks can 
only be sold for a small premium above the value of their 
silver content.

investors in these ventures receive a below average 
return (usually, in fact, no return at all, rather a loss) for 
purchasing an asset with an above average risk. This violates 
all theories of corporate finance, such as the capital asset 
Pricing Model. so why do people invest? one reason is 
that people are poorly informed. The questionable figure 
of $400 million for the Atocha is quoted as if it were a 
solid fact. another reason people join such ventures is an 
exaggerated machismo among commercial salvors and 
their investors, which leads them to ignore the numbers 
and to buy a piece of an “adventure.” Moreover, the initial 
investment in these ventures can be quite low (in the case 
of the Whydah the initial capitalization was only $250,000 
[clifford and Turchi 1993:98–99]), so it is easy to get 
trapped as an investor. once an investor has made that first 
investment, it is psychologically difficult to write it off and 
only too easy to keep throwing good money after bad.

These endeavors do not produce a justified economic 
return to the investor. however, even with the facts and 
numbers presented here, others will be drawn to these in-
vestments and see them as viable economic opportunities. 

Table 4. estimated profits (estimated losses) from commercial salvage ventures.

Shipwreck (Estimated Cost)
Estimated Value of 

Recovered Material Estimated Profit (Loss)

Atocha low estimate ($52,500,000) $12,993,759.15 ($39,506,240.85)

Atocha high estimate ($20,000,000) $24,334,919.49 $4,334,919.49

Concepción ($1,865,000) $579,095.29 ($1,285,904.71)

Whydah ($6,000,000) $94,255.60 ($5,905,744.41)

De Braak ($2,500,000) $348,265 ($2,151,735)

Central America ($57,000,000) $52,000,000 ($5,000,000)

Brother Jonathan ($4,900,000) $4,828,282.22 ($71,717.78)

note: all figures that are to be understood as negative numbers (estimated cost, estimated loss) are shown within round brackets.  
Due to rounding to the nearest hundredth, the numbers in this table, when summed, will not exactly match the totals; however, 
the discrepancy in every instance is less than a dollar.
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such opportunities disguise not only the economic loss 
that eventually follows after embarking on a commercial 
salvage expedition but also the destruction of archaeologi-
cal context and information caused by such ventures. This 
information about the true economic nature of salvors’ ac-
tivities is provided in an effort to educate the public about 
the economic pitfalls of participating in these commercial 
salvage projects.
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